HOW MONEY RELATES TO THE THINGS
YOU (REALLY) WANT IN LIFE

But...
HOW DOES money EVEN

WORK?!

WE BUILT A BETTER WAY
TO TEACH FINANCIAL LITERACY
Designed for high school and college students aged 16-24 years old,
Money Experience helps students understand the relationship
between their decisions about money and their quality of life.
Instead of emphasizing math, we concentrate on teaching critical financial concepts through interactions
with relatable characters in a graphic novel format. Along the way, students test their assumptions about
their future through a life simulator developed by financial experts, business managers, and
professional educators, and based on REAL historical costs, incomes, interest rates, and financial
metrics in the US, the Simulator’s underlying model is a highly sophisticated and unusual tool developed
solely for the Money Experience.
Money Experience Curriculum is divided into 10 lessons that cover the whole arc of life decisions - from going to
college, getting a job, buying a house, and having a family, right through retirement planning. Designed as ten 45minute units, our curriculum can be taught as an intensive 2-day workshop, one-week camp, or as an after-school
class during the semester.

For more information or to bring Money Experience to your group, contact us at
admin@favorandwealth.com or 1-855-732-8673

1. RANK PRIORITIES
Students get their priorities in order, literally.
By knowing what is most important to them, we
can offer more personalized personal finance
education.

2. READ THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
Students will follow a core cast of characters who encounter many
of life's most common challenges, and provide critical emotional
context around moments that might otherwise be hard for a
student to imagine.

3. DISCUSS!
A classroom facilitator leads discussion and
group exercises that deepen a student's
understanding of abstract financial topics.

4. MAKE DECISIONS
Imagine your life deep into the future. The simulator
will crunch the numbers and let you know what your
choices mean for your lifestyle, happiness and financial
health.

5. SEE RESULTS!
Our financial "Supermodel" crunches the numbers and
delivers results around quality of life, net worth, budget
& spending, retirement savings, investments and
more. Students see the consequences of their actions
displayed as insights projected well into their future.

Underlying the Money Experience is a unique financial “supermodel” that takes almost all of the major life and financial decisions
made by a person and models the outcomes in your life. From college choices to home loans, cars, marriage, kids, health expenses
and retirement, the Simulator not only measures financial outcomes, but also evaluates how you’re doing in terms of Quality of Life.
What does that expenditure mean in terms of meeting your family, free time, or charitable goals? It’s NOT just about money!
Developed by financial experts, business managers, and professional educators, and based on REAL historical costs, incomes,
interest rates, and financial metrics in the US, the Simulator’s underlying model is a highly sophisticated and unusual tool developed
solely for the Money Experience.

